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How to favour a significant approach to design
in a foreign context?
How to address students with a different
background?

Graffiti from Brazilian artist Os Gemeos, São Paulo

Contemporary living patterns in mass housing in Europe
ISCTE- University Institute of Lisbon, Portugal
This international workshop on

is organized by the project
, co-f nanced by the European Union. The objective
of the workshop w ill be to develop a cross-disciplinary dialogue aimed at f nding answers to the meanings, ways and
forms of contemporary living patterns of mass housing in Europe.
Two neighborhoods in Lisbon w ill be used as case studies: one w hich is representative of the formal mass housing - “Portela de Sacavém” - and, another one -“Bairro da Liberdade” - w hich is a typical neighbourhood of informal mass housing.
The overall housing design process w ill be addressed, starting
.
Design strategies w ill be based on: Co-creation methods (community participation, participatory design theory and techniques, generative design research); Contemporary living patterns (social housing; housing and quality of life; domestic
scenario; new ways of life; new family structures; the changing of demographic trends and new housing needs; energy
ef ciency and construction materials); and Digital tools CA D / CA M (parametric design, modular systems and digital
fabrication).
The ultimate goal is to develop
to re-adapt pre-existing
dwellings to contemporary living patterns and to produce new incrementally built homes as a response to today’s living
conditions.

For more information please visit the website

or contact:

This project is funded w ith support from the European Commission (Project number 539369-LLP1-20 13-1-ES-ERA SMUS). This publication ref ects the view s only of the
authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use w hich may be made of the information contained therein.
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“The design strategies will be based on: Co-creation methods (community
participation, participatory design theory and techniques, generative design
research); Contemporary living patterns (social housing; housing and quality
of life; domestic scenario; new ways of life; new family structures; the
changing of demographic trends and new housing needs; energy efficiency and
construction materials); and Digital tools CAD / CAM (parametric design,
modular systems, and digital fabrication).”
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Tasks and Resources: Teachers’ specific approaches to
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Learning Activity

TASK 2: URBAN CONTEXT ANALYSIS: PORTELA DE SACAVÉM AND BAIRRO DA LIBERDADE, LISBON
TITLE: SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF THE TWO PROJECT SITES IN LISBON

TASK 2.3: Form principle analysis and schemata creation

Excerpt: Plan of the city of Lisbon and Belem, 1853

01 Description
This activity aims to reflect on the historical evolution of urban form. Students should identify the
specificities of the original (natural) site and formulate explanatory hypothesis on the impact of these
natural characteristics on the present urban form.

01
01

They should also analyse the role of important man-made elements and especially of infrastructure
(roads, railway, motorway, viaduct, aqueduct, etc.) in the urbanization process and in shaping the present
urban form.

02

The objective of this activity is to explore the social, demographic and economic changes in the
Portuguese society that affect contemporary living. In this way, this activity will allow to reflect on
contemporary living patterns in Portugal and in Lisbon in order to integrate these social aspects in the
design process.

Objectives

Description

Description
Based on the lecture, reading and assignment, students must define form principles for site layouts,
building envelopes and/or facades, based on analyses and design work.

02

Objectives

- Understanding the characteristics of the original (natural) site.
- Understanding the most important stages of urbanization of the city of Lisbon and identifying the traces
that different stages of urbanization have left on the two sites.

02

Students should first identify the position of the two sites in relation to the original core of the city.
Moreover, they should identify the old routes, obstacles and crossings and reflect on their role in the
urbanization process and in shaping the present configuration of the two sites.

In order to understand the characteristics of the inhabitants of the two Lisbon districts proposed for the
workshop, Portela de Sacavém and Bairro da Liberdade, students will realize a social, demographic and
economic profile of the population using statistical data (Eurostat for Portugal, ine.pt for Lisbon and the
two districts, etc.) and qualitative information.

- Building explanatory hypothesis on urban morphology : How did natural and man-made elements
influence to the present urban form (of streets, plots and buildings) on the two sites ?

Firstly, students will have to search for data concerning socio-demographic specificities and dynamics in
Portugal (as compared to other European countries) and comment their findings. They can use, among
other sources : http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu

These hypotheses have to be supported by proofs selected from the provided graphic documents and by
arguments.

To learn how to analyse and break down a site design, building envelope or façade scheme into its
constituent parts as a basis for composing a graphic schema for its creation, as well as to learn to
compose a such a schema.

Objective

To to visualize parametric variations to particular site design, building envelope or façade scheme, as well
as to combine a site design and any given building envelope, or a building envelope and any given
façade schema.
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• The social sciences’ approach
- history of architecture
- conceptual approach to mass housing
- socio-demographic analysis

• The “urban morphology” approach

• The “technical innovative” approach
- architectural sustainability
- parametric design
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Commenting

“Good work, the purpose of the task was achieved”,
“Nice video, just what we asked for…”,
“Excellent example …”,
“Great example…”,
“Good useful information well presented in this infographic format…”.
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Commenting

“I am wondering about the intentions of this piece of research…”;
“…how can this be applied to housing? Or am I missing something? Please explain.”;
“A short commentary would help clarify what the intentions are. Could you
clarify?”;
“I'm confused too”.
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Commenting

“… you could have submitted a small text with the principal data about the
neighborhood.”;
“it would be nice to have a larger map […] just to see the connections with the
surrounding area, are some of the facilities shared with the surrounding
neighborhoods? The question of the distance to the city center is particularly
relevant […]”
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3. THE WORKSPACE AS COLLABORATION ENVIRONMENT
The workshop presentations

Credits: Sedef Ozcelik

If you would like more information about the content of this
presentation please contact:

ad.diaconu@gmail.com
or visit our web site

www.oikonet.org

This project is funded with support from the European Commission (Project number 539369-LLP12013-1-ES-ERASMUS). This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission
cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

